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Friedman, Benjamin M., and V. Vance Roiey, "I flVCStç,rs'Behavior Under Alternative Models of Long_Tern Interest Rate k\pcc-lations: Unitary, Rational, or Autoregres5j'' NBFR \Vorkjijg Paper178. April 1977.

This rarer develops behavioral relaliniiships Cxplaj,uif iflVC5tor'demands for long-term bonds, using three alternatje h pOthc', aboutinvestors expectations of future bond Prices (yields) The result., basedus. data for six major categories of bond mrket
imivestors COUsi5-tentiv support an autoregressive

expectations model In iddit)n theseresults mmp! either that investors are highh risk averse or that iflVCStorsexpect bond yields to leturri quick1' to their long_run level after Observeddepartures from that level. Further results indicite that eXPectations ofprice inflation reduce most investors' demands for bonds, that orp)raIeequities are the financial asset more closely substitutable for bonds, aridthat most investors' speeds of portfolio adustnient out of equijjhrjurii arcmore rapid than previous studies have typically found,

Friedman, Benjamin M., and V. Vance Rolev. ''ldentil\iiig IdenticalDistributed Lag Structures by the Use of Prior Sum Constraints" NBERWorking 179, April 1977.

Ihis paper derives an estimation procedure which, when the same
distributed lag appears twice in an equation to he estimated h least-
squares regression, identifies all of the relevant coefficients and lag weightsand also constrains the two sets of individual lag weights to he identical.
The procedure for solving this identificationconstrajnt problem involves
prior imposition of a restriction on the lag weight sum i.e., it is neces-
sary to impose the sum restriction he/ore estimating the equation. A
further useful feat ure of the derived procedure is that it facilitates con-
veniently imposing the sum restriction on all of the we hts in a distrib-
uted lag even if the leading weight is independent of a pot nomial restric-
tion imposed on the others.
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